MOGEN TURISTHYTTE
Lodge serving fresh fish from Lake Møsvatn and other local dishes.

TELEMARKSTUNET
Rustic courtyard with café, craftshop and bakers, open during summer and Christmas.

HARDANGERVIDDA NATIONAL PARK CENTRE
Interactive exhibition about the nature and the wild reindeer.

KROSSOBANEN
Scandinavia's oldest and most original two-way cable-car that is still in regular traffic.

SELSTALID SETER
Mountain farm serving food right at the foot of the 1883 m high Mount Gaustatoppen.

GAUSTATOPPEN
Highest mount. in Telemark with an impressive view, as one can see one sixth of Norway's mainland.

GAUSTABANEN
Entering the mountain on a historical tramway 850m into the mount Gaustatoppen.

SF AMMONIA
World’s oldest steam-powered railway ferry, docked at Mæl station.

Møsvatn
Lodge serving fresh fish from Lake Møsvatn and other local dishes.

FALKERISET
Family-friendly hike in beautiful scenery with panoramic views towards Hardangervidda.

VIERLI
Go fishing or canoeing on lake Uvatn, or visit the summer farm with goats and ducks.

FJELLVÅKEN II
Wonderful mountain cruise on lake Møsvatn, from Skinnarbu to Mogen Turisthytte.

TELEMARKSTUNET
Rustic courtyard with café, craftshop and bakers, open during summer and Christmas.

VEMORK MUSEUM
Get a close encounter with Norwegian industrial - and war history with this exhibition.

GAUSTATOPPEN
Highest mount. in Telemark with an impressive view, as one can see one sixth of Norway's mainland.

TELEMARKSTUNET
Rustic courtyard with café, craftshop and bakers, open during summer and Christmas.

FJELLVÅKEN II
Wonderful mountain cruise on lake Møsvatn, from Skinnarbu to Mogen Turisthytte.

VEMORK MUSEUM
Get a close encounter with Norwegian industrial - and war history with this exhibition.

GAUSTATOPPEN
Highest mount. in Telemark with an impressive view, as one can see one sixth of Norway's mainland.

Distances from Rauland

- Gardermoen 265
- Bergen 280
- Oslo 215
- Sandefjord Torp 195
- Skien 145
- Kristiansand 240